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Quality
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I bought Oreo cookies for a cupcake recipe I was making. Even though Oreos are
probably the most expensive cookies in the cookie aisle I bought them because I know
exactly what to expect as far as taste and quality
Snyders has high quality pretzels that are very tasty. I consider them a treat.
This is my favorite brand since I can remember and the quality has not suffered.
For the longest time I bought store brand cheese sticks until I tried sargento brand
cheeses. The quality of the product
Lucerne is a good-quality brand often on sale
because I love the taste and quality and they are cheaper when you buy a big bag at
the store versus the small bag you get a subway
My experience with this brand is ALWAYS great. It's always in every store I shop at.
They have the best flavors and the best quality every time I purchase this brand.
Quality and value for money spent
Good ice cream w good quality
great quality the taste is always fresh and perfect
First Frito's are a brand that I trust. Unlike other brands I this brand becasue of quality
and tatse mostly. No matter where you buy it the flavor is consistent fresh and never
too much of the powder mix.
Always on sale and good quality.
We really like Chips Ahoy - the cookies are always fresh of good quality and they
come in different varieties.
Wheat Thins have consistently impressed my husband with high quality as well as
good taste. They have come out with a variety of different flavors that he loves. My
daughter nineteen months old loves them as well and the two of them eat them
regularly.
The brand always has a good reputation for making quality yogurt.

Number of Calories

I love trader joes mocha and chocolate yoghurt. There's nothing like it. A container has
a reasonable one hundred thirty calories.

IVF Snacking Story 2
Its a very light weight healthly choice that is good for all ages. Kids also likes so it
becomes easier to give them such healthy snack. Its low in calories so good for adults
also. Good flavours so kids love it.
I like the light yoplait yogurt cause it only one hundred calories. Has varieties of flavors
they taste great and it is good for you.
calories
When I buy yogurt I am particularly looking for a low-calorie healthy snack so caloric
content is of the highest importance to me.
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low in calories less sugar but still delicious and good for your health
Its a good price and its only one hundred calories. It also goes with my diet becuase i
train.
I like to eat sunchips over potato chips since they're much lower in fat and calories.
They're always a light snack and much healthier. My favorite flavors are French Onion
and the Garden Salsa.yum.
Less calories means less worry on health. I get filled stomach with less calories which
is great
I needed a low calorie snack and desired something salty so I picked this up.
Danon Oikos Greek yogurt comes in single servings tastes sweet and it is thick. It has
fruit on the bottom but is non-fat and only one hundred thirty calories. It is all of things
that I like.
Every time I go into the grocery store Dannon always has the widest array of yogurt
products with a large number of flavors. I'll always look at all of the brands because to
be honest I don't really care what the brand is and I still always end up buying Dannon
because it is the most reasonably priced has the widest selection of flavors I like and
has the lowest number of calories and unhealthy ingredients.

Nostalgia & Memories
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This is my favorite brand since I can remember and the quality has not suffered.
The flavor is lightly cheezy and the texture is oily and crispy whici is a great
combination. They also remind me of being a kid every time I eat them which is nice.
one time i was with my friend walking around the neighboorhood. We were in the
mood for something sweet. I said is there anything that youcan think of to eat. . He
replied Haagen-Daz. . Haagen-what. i remember repliying. i was extremely skeptical
about eating this ice cream All of those feelings went away when i tried my first taste of
haagen-daz. The taste was rich
I remember eating Keebler cookies as a child and it still brings me back to that now. I
like that many of their flavors are a less expensive but similar in taste to Girl Scout
cookies another childhood memory.
I usually have great experiances with the mars milky way brand. The candy is usually
gooey and soft like it should be very rarely do I get a candy bar that is stale. I love the
candy because it reminds me of halloween as a kid
When you think cookies i think oreos. They have been around longer than i can
remember.
This brand has a lot of memories for me. I used to eat this brand as a snack after
school every day and now my own child gets this product as an after school snack.

Fresh Tasting
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Doritos is the favorite chips of my family always taste fresh and good
it was fresh tasting with just enough strength to used for dipping into sauce. it had
enough salt and satisfied the taste that comp0lemented the sandwhich
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Chips are usually whole not broken and taste fresh
The chips were very fresh and salty tasting with a satisfying crunch
great quality the taste is always fresh and perfect
Best chips on the market. Best tasting and freshest.
First Frito's are a brand that I trust. Unlike other brands I this brand becasue of quality
and tatse mostly. No matter where you buy it the flavor is consistent fresh and never
too much of the powder mix.
i luv hersheys product they are always fresh and taste good

Crunch
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that it dosnt crumble while dipping it and has a nice crunch to it
i was tasty and very crunch
The chocolatey taste the crunch in the mouth when you bite it.
The smooth flavoring the bumps of the chip the way its crunchy but not burnt.
I like the saltiness and the crunch.
The chips were very fresh and salty tasting with a satisfying crunch
crunchy and taste like the real thing
i eat tostitos because they have a crisp natural taste without being overpowering or too
salty i get these chips when i want something salty and crunchy without the oiliness
like most potato chips
It satisfies my desire to snack on something crunchy.
because its crunchy
I love the choclate its not over sweet and the middle is whipped instead of hard or
crunchy.I purchace three musketeers every week two of them for me and a elderly
lady in my neighbor hood we sit on porch and enjoy them as we chat away.

It is Healthy
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I purchased for my niece but I had some too. They were reduced fat and were very
good. I like it because of the taste and it was a healthy snack.
I like the taste of sun chips it has the flavors that I like. It's not too salty and it tastes
more healthy than regular potato chips or something like Doritos that is too salty. It just
has a good natural taste to it.
i like to snach healthy. i personally enjoy yogurt products from yoplait. i purchase them
usually at walmart where i do most of my shopping.
When I buy yogurt I am particularly looking for a low-calorie healthy snack so caloric
content is of the highest importance to me.
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I like the creamy texture and the sweetness. It is a good healthy way to satisfy my
sweet tooth.
I always have good experience with Yoplait. My daughter loves Go gurt. She loves to
pick it out at the store and I like that she likes it because its healthy for her.
I like the yogurt a lot. it is tasty and healthy plus my whole family enjoys it too. it a good
snack
healthy and taste good.
It is a healthy with a good source of calcium and other nutrients your body need for
good fuel. To maintain it self.
since the first time I tried dannon yogurt I enjoyed it very much. It is a very healthy way
of snacking and I never get bored of it
it taste so good i think sun chips are very healthy have good taste and have different
types of chips
Its a very light weight healthly choice that is good for all ages. Kids also likes so it
becomes easier to give them such healthy snack. Its low in calories so good for adults
also. Good flavours so kids love it.
these cookies taste great are fulfilling for the size and a very healthy treat snack for
someone who is trying to diet and or follow weight watchers
This snack is a somewhat healthy choice which is delightful to taste and satisfies the
desire for a cold ice cream treat.
For my daughter to choose gogurt for a snack vs fruit snacks she is going for the
healthier alternative. Good source of calcium and vitamins without having to fight her
to eat it.
I like to eat sunchips over potato chips since they're much lower in fat and calories.
They're always a light snack and much healthier. My favorite flavors are French Onion
and the Garden Salsa.yum.
I buy this brand of yougurt for my kids good variety so it's good for them makes me
feel like I'm buying them a healthy snack

Creamy
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I bought dryers double vanilla Ice cream. it was smooth and creamy delicious just like
we enjoy
rich and creamy
makes creamy ice cream
well i open'd it and tasted it lol it was pretty good it's very creamy and thick and i like it
like that
it's creamy and it satisfies my sweet tooth
I am not an ice cream eater but I do like it once in a while and the packaging is so
smart and you know it can never be tampered with the ice cream itself is creamy and
very good
I like the creamy texture and the sweetness. It is a good healthy way to satisfy my
sweet tooth.
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I like the creamy rich flavor

How it Tastes
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Doritos is the favorite chips of my family always taste fresh and good
With doritios it's an experience of enjoyment the cruch the texture of the chip's the
feeling of something exciting is about to happen when the flavor hits your taste buds.
It's wonderful. It's a snack of importance in an outdoor event or indoors. It brings a
sense of gathering to all those whom want to see and eat them. And it doesn't hurt that
the flavors are delicious.
The salty taste mixed with cheesy flavor of Naco cheese I dont know I just love it
The flavor is what a good tortilla chip should taste like.
has numerous flavors they all taste good are availible in a varitity of sizes
they have a good salty flavor that is the ideal taste i expect from a tortilla chip.
Love the taste and has different flavors. Really love the Orange and Strawberry
flavors.
I LOVE the dark chocolate flavor and especially like the amount of coconut in each
snack size bar.
because it satisfy our taste.
WhenI first tried Ritz someone else had bought it for me and after I tasted it I fell in
love with it. It was salted and had a buttery flavor to it and I don't have to eat it with
anythin else.
Very Good taste.something I love to snack on at any time
The chocolatey taste the crunch in the mouth when you bite it.
it tastes good
I enjoy the chips. They have a good flavor and are usually the cheepest in the store.
Yet they still taste very good.
Just the thought of eating those chocolate chips in the cookies it just tasted so good.
I LIKE TASTE
orginal Ritz has a little buttery taste. and I tryed the vegie kind added a little more
flavor to them
My taste buds say so. Other brands are good but they don't compare to this brand.
one time i was with my friend walking around the neighboorhood. We were in the
mood for something sweet. I said is there anything that youcan think of to eat. . He
replied Haagen-Daz. . Haagen-what. i remember repliying. i was extremely skeptical
about eating this ice cream All of those feelings went away when i tried my first taste of
haagen-daz. The taste was rich
Every time I go into the grocery store Dannon always has the widest array of yogurt
products with a large number of flavors. I'll always look at all of the brands because to
be honest I don't really care what the brand is and I still always end up buying Dannon
because it is the most reasonably priced has the widest selection of flavors I like and
has the lowest number of calories and unhealthy ingredients.
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it tastes good just the right amount of flavoring. no overly salty like other chips.
The flavor is not too sweet like most candy bars.
The smooth flavoring the bumps of the chip the way its crunchy but not burnt.
Its a very light weight healthly choice that is good for all ages. Kids also likes so it
becomes easier to give them such healthy snack. Its low in calories so good for adults
also. Good flavours so kids love it.
They taste good
i have been eating oreos since i was a kid and enjoy them very much due to their
consistant taste and when you dunk them in milk they taste even better
The Orange has a nice refreshing taste. The Strawberry has real fruit.
It has the taste I enjoy very much
I LIKE CHEEZ-IT BECAUSE THEY TASTE SO CHEEZY AND THEY HAVE JUST
THE RIGHT AMOUT OF SALT
The flavor is bold. it stays in each chip and each chip holds flavor strongly.
crunchy and taste like the real thing
The crackers are comparable in taste to Cheezits but much lower in price.
Most crackers are dry and bland.the salt that is sprinkled doesn't relly help with flavor
too much for other brands. But ritz has a sweetish taste to it.
Chocolove is a great substitute for the best chocolate bark I ever had from a wonderful
boutique chocolatery in Oregon while on vacation. We were first introduced while flying
cross country and I listened to my partner sighing in near ecstacy as he tasted the
flavor combination for the first time.
Doritos has some of the original flavors that we have enjoyed for many years and also
are always coming up with new flavors for us to try.
Pringles taste great.has an aray of different flavors and its moderately priced
I've purchased this brand for years. It is always good. It now comes in a low fat variety.
There are also a variety of flavors. It's high fiber whole wheat which is something I look
for.
The combination just gives a great taste.
I bought the BBQ flavor of three hundred sixty five brand chips from Whole Foods.
That brand has the best tasting chips in my opinion. The chips are thin flavorful and
have the right amount of salt bbq flavor.
it tastes like the regular name brand milk.
It had a good flavor
I most enjoy the Lay's Baked Ruffles Original flavoured chips. They're all natural light
and crispy and the ruffles give them great texture. I would welcome a change to sea
salt but they're about my second favourite of all the chips.
it is a good price and it tastes good for the money.
The richness of raisins makes it very sweet and the mock rum flavor gives it an
interesting tanginess. The combination is interesting.
yogurt tastes like purple
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Nothing beats the Vanilla flavor. It's pure ice-cream. We have tried other flavors but it
feels like the flavors hide the real taste of the ice-cream.
Turkey Hill has a particular flavor that is similar to one that was in my native country.
The flavor is rum raisin although there is no alcohol in it. It's rich in raisins and it's the
only flavor my family buys because of its resemblance to a flavor from the past. We
only buy it when it's on sale and even though Turkey Hill provides many different
flavors we usually opt for just rum raisin with the occasional yogurt vanilla.
I always have a good experience with this brand its consistent in flavor and in price.
i eat tostitos because they have a crisp natural taste without being overpowering or too
salty i get these chips when i want something salty and crunchy without the oiliness
like most potato chips
I like the light yoplait yogurt cause it only one hundred calories. Has varieties of flavors
they taste great and it is good for you.

Makes Me Hungry
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I'm having a craving for chocolate but want something that will fill me for a minute and
I'm not at home. I go into the local gas station and I'm almost garunteed to be able to
go anywhere in the U.S.A. and find a snickers bar for undr a dollar and a coke a cola
to chase it.
As a child during the winter we would make hot chocolate to give us some warmth
from the cold. Along with that we would eat Chips Ahoy cookies which gave that extra
chocolate boost and crave it stay cold for a long time just to enjoy more days like that.
not much to say. My son is two years old he started eating gram crackers after one so
every morning for about a year now he has had his morning gram cracker. I never had
any interest but one morning I was feeling a little hungry but was too tired to get
something to eat so I grabbed a gram cracker and thought it went perfect with a cup of
coffee so now it's sort of a habit.
I was watching TV when i got a craving for something salty and I remembered that we
had Cheez-its in the cabinet.
i typically get it at a convenience store when i'm getting gas or just have a craving
I was on the go and didn't have time for lunch so I bought a sickers to hold me until I
culd eat later in the day. It tasted great and held off my hunger.
Snickers is the one candy bar my husband likes. I carry one for a snack if I get hungry
while shopping. Do'nt want to go shopping when hungry.
I bought this brand because I have always liked it. I was hungry for something with
chocolate and carmel and this was the perfect one.
They come in plain corn chip flavor that I like to use for nochos or just with salsa. They
also come in a wide variety of flavors to choose from when we just want to eat them
straight from the bag or bowl. The stores often carry a wide selection of this brand and
they are often on sale. Coupons are also often offered for this brand. They are
consistently fresh and crisp.
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Variety
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It has a very good tast and a nice variety
The unmistakable flavor and the variety of flavors
Never bought this sweet variety
My family and I enjoy the flavors. They are available in low-fat versions that don't take
away from the taste. They are easily portable for lunches they can make a great
snack. They are all around usable for any time of the day and they can be mixed with
a variety of foods to make a snack or a meal.
I like all the varieties they come in. I like to have a choice of size of package and also
different types of pretzels
Tostitos is always the brand I go to whenever I'm in the mood for chips and salsa. I
have tried all the different varieties of Tostitos chips including the whole grain rounds
white grain rounds the scoops the regular chips the lime seasoned chips. This time I
tried the jalapeno seasoned chips.
Not sure what you're looking for here. I enjoy eating these chips. I like the variety of
choices in this brand.
I love it. it is awesome for on the go. Variety of flavors my kids love.
I've purchased this brand for years. It is always good. It now comes in a low fat variety.
There are also a variety of flavors. It's high fiber whole wheat which is something I look
for.
I buy the variety pack at Sam's Club.
chips ahoy have a good variety of cookies that my family enjoys. A great after school
treat for the kids and a nice snack on the go
I appreciate the variety that Tostitos have but seven eleven where I usually go to buy it
does not always have the ones I want. My favorite is the whole grain rounds which are
good enough that salsa isn't always needed. The scoops are okay. The lime flavored
ones are good but I feel like it's too salty towards the end.
I like the light yoplait yogurt cause it only one hundred calories. Has varieties of flavors
they taste great and it is good for you.
Their variety is sufficient and they taste good. It's a brand I trust.
variety is very important .having different kinds to choose from
Wheat Thins have consistently impressed my husband with high quality as well as
good taste. They have come out with a variety of different flavors that he loves. My
daughter nineteen months old loves them as well and the two of them eat them
regularly.
We really like Chips Ahoy - the cookies are always fresh of good quality and they
come in different varieties.
They come in plain corn chip flavor that I like to use for nochos or just with salsa. They
also come in a wide variety of flavors to choose from when we just want to eat them
straight from the bag or bowl. The stores often carry a wide selection of this brand and
they are often on sale. Coupons are also often offered for this brand. They are
consistently fresh and crisp.
I am not a huge fan of yogurt and have tried many brands. Dannon All Natural had a
great taste with no after taste. This is something I feel good about serving to my
children and is easy to digest. Dannon offers a variety of products that allow me to
have options and they all taste great.
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I buy this brand of yougurt for my kids good variety so it's good for them makes me
feel like I'm buying them a healthy snack

Choices
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I am always over weight so it is a good choice for me. It is one thing that I can eat that
I like and will not furter hurt my weight.
Not sure what you're looking for here. I enjoy eating these chips. I like the variety of
choices in this brand.
Its a very light weight healthly choice that is good for all ages. Kids also likes so it
becomes easier to give them such healthy snack. Its low in calories so good for adults
also. Good flavours so kids love it.
I like all the varieties they come in. I like to have a choice of size of package and also
different types of pretzels
This snack is a somewhat healthy choice which is delightful to taste and satisfies the
desire for a cold ice cream treat.
PRINGLES IS USUALLY OUR NUMBER ONE CHOICE BECAUSE THEY HAVE
APPEALING FLAVORS NICE TEXTURE YUMMY TASTE AND VERY AFFORDABLE.
It is the best choice for yogurt.

Texture
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With doritios it's an experience of enjoyment the cruch the texture of the chip's the
feeling of something exciting is about to happen when the flavor hits your taste buds.
It's wonderful. It's a snack of importance in an outdoor event or indoors. It brings a
sense of gathering to all those whom want to see and eat them. And it doesn't hurt that
the flavors are delicious.
Taste texture is always prefect.
it's a nice change from other candy bars that do not have any crisp i love the texture
combined with the chocolate in my mouth.
The flavor is lightly cheezy and the texture is oily and crispy whici is a great
combination. They also remind me of being a kid every time I eat them which is nice.
The product has superior texture taste and freshness.
The texture and taste combine to provide the sense of delight.
I most enjoy the Lay's Baked Ruffles Original flavoured chips. They're all natural light
and crispy and the ruffles give them great texture. I would welcome a change to sea
salt but they're about my second favourite of all the chips.
i really like yoplait yogurt because it has good flavor texture and priced right
The taste and texture of the product
PRINGLES IS USUALLY OUR NUMBER ONE CHOICE BECAUSE THEY HAVE
APPEALING FLAVORS NICE TEXTURE YUMMY TASTE AND VERY AFFORDABLE.
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in terms of texture taste and freshness have consistently exceeded my expectations.
I like the creamy texture and the sweetness. It is a good healthy way to satisfy my
sweet tooth.

My Family
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Oreos have been loved in my family for a long time. Even when i was a kid we loved to
eat oreos. Oreos are a classic cookie that will never go away and will alwasy be loved.
Doritos is the favorite chips of my family always taste fresh and good
Kraft brand is brand I'm use to seeing in my family houshold. Its a brand that i can
trust.
When we were growing up our uncle worked for a delivery company that delivered
cookies and snack cakes. Uncle Truman would come over on a Sat. mornings and
bring us all kinds of goodies and treats. There were ten of us so he always made sure
to bring plenty of snacks with him.
My family and I prefer Mission tortilla chips to go with salsa or chili.
Doritos are enjoyed by each member of my family
Snickers is the one candy bar my husband likes. I carry one for a snack if I get hungry
while shopping. Do'nt want to go shopping when hungry.
I like to buy yoplait b c all my family loves it.It is like a go two snack at any time of the
day.I love that they also have low fat yoplaits.
This brand has a lot of memories for me. I used to eat this brand as a snack after
school every day and now my own child gets this product as an after school snack.
I like the yogurt a lot. it is tasty and healthy plus my whole family enjoys it too. it a good
snack
My mother and I usually fight over who ate the most Doritos
I love it. it is awesome for on the go. Variety of flavors my kids love.
They make string cheese that my family likes to snack on
Well we always shared the treats that we got for halloween between the kids in our
family often the chocolate was the first to dissappear from the bowl and often i chose
the milky way above all because I love the caramel
I eat these as a comfort food when I need something salty. I do sometimes go
overboard and eat more than intended with them. I usually do not feed them to my kids
pringles has single packs my son likes and is easy to carry on the road
For my daughter to choose gogurt for a snack vs fruit snacks she is going for the
healthier alternative. Good source of calcium and vitamins without having to fight her
to eat it.
Wheat Thins have consistently impressed my husband with high quality as well as
good taste. They have come out with a variety of different flavors that he loves. My
daughter nineteen months old loves them as well and the two of them eat them
regularly.
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I buy this brand of yougurt for my kids good variety so it's good for them makes me
feel like I'm buying them a healthy snack
my daughter and i like cheese my husband likes peanut butter
My husband like to snake on them before diner we put them out with dips salsa when
we entertain.
My kids and I enjoy Mama Lupe's tortilla chips. They are always crispy and go well
with the cheese dip we make. They are very reasonably priced. One thing we lalso like
is that they come from Moundridge KS where we used to live.
first off there very tasty always good value my whole family loves them you can get
them in a monster size family pack cause I can never keep enough in the house and
there great dipped in milk or cruched up an used as a ice cream topping
My husband and I are ice-cream snobs - the only brand we purchase is Haagen Dazs
in the Vanilla flavor. Because it is fairly expensive we buy it mostly when it goes on
sale unless it's for a special occasion in which case we buy it even if it's not on sale.
The flavors they offer are great. My husband's personal favorite is the sundried tomato
and basil.
My family and I enjoy the flavors. They are available in low-fat versions that don't take
away from the taste. They are easily portable for lunches they can make a great
snack. They are all around usable for any time of the day and they can be mixed with
a variety of foods to make a snack or a meal.
My family likes Ritz for crackers wether theyre for cheese or peanut butter
My husband has high cholesterol so fat content is someting I look at on the package.
Turkey Hill has a particular flavor that is similar to one that was in my native country.
The flavor is rum raisin although there is no alcohol in it. It's rich in raisins and it's the
only flavor my family buys because of its resemblance to a flavor from the past. We
only buy it when it's on sale and even though Turkey Hill provides many different
flavors we usually opt for just rum raisin with the occasional yogurt vanilla.
I always have good experience with Yoplait. My daughter loves Go gurt. She loves to
pick it out at the store and I like that she likes it because its healthy for her.
It is easy for my kids to take to school as a snack and is approved by the school for
classrooms with allergies.
I bought these brand because my family enjoys string cheese and we had a coupon.
I first bought this brand as a special treat for my daughter's 3rd birthday. She is now
six and that is the only ice cream she wants for her birthday or any special occasion.
MY WIFE IS VERY PICKY ABOUT THE SNACKS WE EAT AND BECAUSE
chips ahoy have a good variety of cookies that my family enjoys. A great after school
treat for the kids and a nice snack on the go
They blend two kinds of cheese together and my family likes that
not much to say. My son is two years old he started eating gram crackers after one so
every morning for about a year now he has had his morning gram cracker. I never had
any interest but one morning I was feeling a little hungry but was too tired to get
something to eat so I grabbed a gram cracker and thought it went perfect with a cup of
coffee so now it's sort of a habit.
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My son LOVES gram crackers and eats them every morning. One time we were on a
road trip and my son was cranky so we stopped to buy some gram crackers at a
convinent store. We bought a different brand and my son refused to eat them. Since
then we have only bought Honey Maid. Just a two weeks ago I started to eat gram
crackers in the morning with my coffee. I never had any interest in them before but
since they are sitting on the table for my son I just one day had the urge to eat one and
have every morning since.
our whole family loves these chips and it comes in a big bag which is convienient than
having to buying it more often and its not very expensive for its size
I am not a huge fan of yogurt and have tried many brands. Dannon All Natural had a
great taste with no after taste. This is something I feel good about serving to my
children and is easy to digest. Dannon offers a variety of products that allow me to
have options and they all taste great.

Fresh
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Doritos is the favorite chips of my family always taste fresh and good
Not stale but crisp and fresh
Chips are usually whole not broken and taste fresh
There are cookies similar to Oreos that are just not good . They taste strange and
crumble strange. Oreos are just FRESH to me
The product has superior texture taste and freshness.
THEY ARE SAVORY BY THE SEASONINGS AND FRESHNESS LIKE A SALTY
HEAVEN.
Best chips on the market. Best tasting and freshest.
i luv hersheys product they are always fresh and taste good
it was fresh tasting with just enough strength to used for dipping into sauce. it had
enough salt and satisfied the taste that comp0lemented the sandwhich
i mean its always fresh not stailed alway tightly waped
easy to store and can be sealed to stay fresh.
The chips were very fresh and salty tasting with a satisfying crunch
great quality the taste is always fresh and perfect
always fresh
First Frito's are a brand that I trust. Unlike other brands I this brand becasue of quality
and tatse mostly. No matter where you buy it the flavor is consistent fresh and never
too much of the powder mix.
We really like Chips Ahoy - the cookies are always fresh of good quality and they
come in different varieties.
Their were crisp and fresh
in terms of texture taste and freshness have consistently exceeded my expectations.
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They come in plain corn chip flavor that I like to use for nochos or just with salsa. They
also come in a wide variety of flavors to choose from when we just want to eat them
straight from the bag or bowl. The stores often carry a wide selection of this brand and
they are often on sale. Coupons are also often offered for this brand. They are
consistently fresh and crisp.

Easy
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i know what to expect with lays chips. consistent. salty. easy to dip.
I bought Nacho Cheese Sunchips at Sam's Club. It was very reasonably priced at two
five. I really like the taste and healthyness blend in these chips. It was conveniently
located and easy to find in the store.
My family and I enjoy the flavors. They are available in low-fat versions that don't take
away from the taste. They are easily portable for lunches they can make a great
snack. They are all around usable for any time of the day and they can be mixed with
a variety of foods to make a snack or a meal.
It is an easy to store product. I like the resealable top. I like the whole grain options as
I am diabetic.
Easy to digest. I have GERD and other digestive problems and I find that Dannon's
products don't aggravate my symptoms.
I lov cheez its because they are easy to pack ant taste relly good
easy to eat
It is easy for my kids to take to school as a snack and is approved by the school for
classrooms with allergies.
I was shopping at Walmart and I did notice that did have a much lower price vs. name
brand. Also it did come in a easy plastic container. It also has more than the name
brands.
Paydays are a quick and easy treat for me and the family. Sweet and salty snack and
in a small size for portion control.
if its convenient it makes everything a whole easier and more enjoyable
Its a very light weight healthly choice that is good for all ages. Kids also likes so it
becomes easier to give them such healthy snack. Its low in calories so good for adults
also. Good flavours so kids love it.
I enjoy them they're easy to carry and good
easy to store and can be sealed to stay fresh.
easy handle and carry in the car
easy to eat with other toppings like cheese
I use Dannon Fruit on the Bottom Yogurt usually blueberry. It adds a great dairy
supplement to my lunch and I really enjoy the flavor. The price is usually reasonable
and I'm able to find it easily at my local grocery. I've been eating it regularly for several
months.
pringles has single packs my son likes and is easy to carry on the road
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I am not a huge fan of yogurt and have tried many brands. Dannon All Natural had a
great taste with no after taste. This is something I feel good about serving to my
children and is easy to digest. Dannon offers a variety of products that allow me to
have options and they all taste great.

Freshness
IVF Snacking Story 2

Doritos is the favorite chips of my family always taste fresh and good
Not stale but crisp and fresh
Chips are usually whole not broken and taste fresh
The product has superior texture taste and freshness.
There are cookies similar to Oreos that are just not good . They taste strange and
crumble strange. Oreos are just FRESH to me
THEY ARE SAVORY BY THE SEASONINGS AND FRESHNESS LIKE A SALTY
HEAVEN.
Best chips on the market. Best tasting and freshest.
i luv hersheys product they are always fresh and taste good
it was fresh tasting with just enough strength to used for dipping into sauce. it had
enough salt and satisfied the taste that comp0lemented the sandwhich
i mean its always fresh not stailed alway tightly waped
The chips were very fresh and salty tasting with a satisfying crunch
easy to store and can be sealed to stay fresh.
First Frito's are a brand that I trust. Unlike other brands I this brand becasue of quality
and tatse mostly. No matter where you buy it the flavor is consistent fresh and never
too much of the powder mix.
always fresh
great quality the taste is always fresh and perfect
Their were crisp and fresh
We really like Chips Ahoy - the cookies are always fresh of good quality and they
come in different varieties.
They come in plain corn chip flavor that I like to use for nochos or just with salsa. They
also come in a wide variety of flavors to choose from when we just want to eat them
straight from the bag or bowl. The stores often carry a wide selection of this brand and
they are often on sale. Coupons are also often offered for this brand. They are
consistently fresh and crisp.
in terms of texture taste and freshness have consistently exceeded my expectations.
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Salty
IVF Snacking Story 2

I love caramel and peanuts its sweet and salty so that fufills both of my wants there
every where so i can get one on the go
The salty taste mixed with cheesy flavor of Naco cheese I dont know I just love it
They had a light salty nacho taste not too bold. They are a really good nutritious
snack.
i know what to expect with lays chips. consistent. salty. easy to dip.
I like the taste of sun chips it has the flavors that I like. It's not too salty and it tastes
more healthy than regular potato chips or something like Doritos that is too salty. It just
has a good natural taste to it.
We like to have salty and spicy chips when watching football and I saw
I was watching TV when i got a craving for something salty and I remembered that we
had Cheez-its in the cabinet.
THEY ARE SAVORY BY THE SEASONINGS AND FRESHNESS LIKE A SALTY
HEAVEN.
they have a good salty flavor that is the ideal taste i expect from a tortilla chip.
Because I wanted someyhinf salty.
I needed a low calorie snack and desired something salty so I picked this up.
very crisp and salty
I appreciate the variety that Tostitos have but seven eleven where I usually go to buy it
does not always have the ones I want. My favorite is the whole grain rounds which are
good enough that salsa isn't always needed. The scoops are okay. The lime flavored
ones are good but I feel like it's too salty towards the end.
Paydays are a quick and easy treat for me and the family. Sweet and salty snack and
in a small size for portion control.
Crispy salty
sweatand salty
I like the saltiness and the crunch.
The chips were very fresh and salty tasting with a satisfying crunch
I eat these as a comfort food when I need something salty. I do sometimes go
overboard and eat more than intended with them. I usually do not feed them to my kids
i eat tostitos because they have a crisp natural taste without being overpowering or too
salty i get these chips when i want something salty and crunchy without the oiliness
like most potato chips
Sun chips are not too salty or sweet it has good balance and flavor that I like. Other
brands are too salty and not healthy in my opinion.
Hello it's just a potato chip salty I like them every once in awhile. There also good with
a sandwich or burger.
I have loved Cheez-It crackers since I was a kid and often get them as a snack on the
go whether its at a groery store or a corner store gas station. Love the cheesy salty
crispyness and though my favorite is original flavor I love some of the newer flavors as
well.
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Fat Content
IVF Snacking Story 2

I purchased for my niece but I had some too. They were reduced fat and were very
good. I like it because of the taste and it was a healthy snack.
They make my belly full of goodness and fat
it has less fat
i like this product because it has low fat content
My family and I enjoy the flavors. They are available in low-fat versions that don't take
away from the taste. They are easily portable for lunches they can make a great
snack. They are all around usable for any time of the day and they can be mixed with
a variety of foods to make a snack or a meal.
My husband has high cholesterol so fat content is someting I look at on the package.
I like to buy yoplait b c all my family loves it.It is like a go two snack at any time of the
day.I love that they also have low fat yoplaits.
I've purchased this brand for years. It is always good. It now comes in a low fat variety.
There are also a variety of flavors. It's high fiber whole wheat which is something I look
for.
i always get prigles they have so many different flavors and they are also low in fat.
plus you can take them anywhere and almost all stores carry them.
For health purposes I try to buy low fat or fat free items.
i dont like too much fat since im trying to keep my body in shape
I'm trying to keep my intake down but snack between meals to keep my motabolism
going to burn fat.
I like to eat sunchips over potato chips since they're much lower in fat and calories.
They're always a light snack and much healthier. My favorite flavors are French Onion
and the Garden Salsa.yum.
Danon Oikos Greek yogurt comes in single servings tastes sweet and it is thick. It has
fruit on the bottom but is non-fat and only one hundred thirty calories. It is all of things
that I like.

Good Tasting
IVF Snacking Story 2

With doritios it's an experience of enjoyment the cruch the texture of the chip's the
feeling of something exciting is about to happen when the flavor hits your taste buds.
It's wonderful. It's a snack of importance in an outdoor event or indoors. It brings a
sense of gathering to all those whom want to see and eat them. And it doesn't hurt that
the flavors are delicious.
the milk makes the oreo even softer and it sort of melts in your mouth plus the taste of
the oreo and milk together is delicious
Snyders has high quality pretzels that are very tasty. I consider them a treat.
Cheetos is my childhood brand. It a yummy and inexpensive.
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they have a good salty flavor that is the ideal taste i expect from a tortilla chip.
It was yummy
good tasting ice cream
they taste good. they satisfy my cravings.
healthy and taste good.
i was tasty and very crunch
lay's chips are cheap and yummy
it tastes good
Sun chips are not too salty or sweet it has good balance and flavor that I like. Other
brands are too salty and not healthy in my opinion.
I enjoy the chips. They have a good flavor and are usually the cheepest in the store.
Yet they still taste very good.
Wheat Thins have consistently impressed my husband with high quality as well as
good taste. They have come out with a variety of different flavors that he loves. My
daughter nineteen months old loves them as well and the two of them eat them
regularly.
first off there very tasty always good value my whole family loves them you can get
them in a monster size family pack cause I can never keep enough in the house and
there great dipped in milk or cruched up an used as a ice cream topping
I lov cheez its because they are easy to pack ant taste relly good
i luv hersheys product they are always fresh and taste good
it tastes good just the right amount of flavoring. no overly salty like other chips.
ranch and cheese flavor is delicious
I love the consistensy of Thick and Cream. It is also incredibly tasty. When I am eating
it it feels like I have been rewarded for doing something very good.
My store always has the yoplait the flavors are great and there are a lot of them.
Its a very light weight healthly choice that is good for all ages. Kids also likes so it
becomes easier to give them such healthy snack. Its low in calories so good for adults
also. Good flavours so kids love it.
tastes good
They taste good
great quality the taste is always fresh and perfect
low in calories less sugar but still delicious and good for your health
I eat Ritz because they taste good I can dip them add cheese and eat them plain
I am not a huge fan of yogurt and have tried many brands. Dannon All Natural had a
great taste with no after taste. This is something I feel good about serving to my
children and is easy to digest. Dannon offers a variety of products that allow me to
have options and they all taste great.
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I like the taste of sun chips it has the flavors that I like. It's not too salty and it tastes
more healthy than regular potato chips or something like Doritos that is too salty. It just
has a good natural taste to it.
Pringles taste great.has an aray of different flavors and its moderately priced
it just has a really good taste. Though it makes me not want to stop eating it
The combination just gives a great taste.
these cookies taste great are fulfilling for the size and a very healthy treat snack for
someone who is trying to diet and or follow weight watchers
it taste so good i think sun chips are very healthy have good taste and have different
types of chips
It had a good flavor
They taste good and they
I was on the go and didn't have time for lunch so I bought a sickers to hold me until I
culd eat later in the day. It tasted great and held off my hunger.
I just a brand that i like and tastes good with no artificial stuff in it.
when i was in elementary school we were doing a survey in the class and one of the
questions was favorite junk food. one girl answered smartfood which i had never heard
of before . being the gullible literal person that i am i thought eating it would actually
make you smart. in any case i tried some smartfood and thought it was delicious. been
eating it ever since
it is a good price and it tastes good for the money.
delicious
i love those goodies. the products are good and yummy.
A delicious drink.
taste great
it just very sweet and delicious
I like the light yoplait yogurt cause it only one hundred calories. Has varieties of flavors
they taste great and it is good for you.
Their variety is sufficient and they taste good. It's a brand I trust.
i really like yoplait yogurt because it has good flavor texture and priced right
good nutrition and flavor

Satisfy
IVF Snacking Story 2

they taste good. they satisfy my cravings.
it was fresh tasting with just enough strength to used for dipping into sauce. it had
enough salt and satisfied the taste that comp0lemented the sandwhich
because it satisfy our taste.
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The chips were very fresh and salty tasting with a satisfying crunch
He likes to have a treate when he has finished eating lunch or dinner and I can give
him a small bowl with several in it and he is completely satisfied.
This snack is a somewhat healthy choice which is delightful to taste and satisfies the
desire for a cold ice cream treat.
It satisfies my desire to snack on something crunchy.
I like the creamy texture and the sweetness. It is a good healthy way to satisfy my
sweet tooth.
it's creamy and it satisfies my sweet tooth

As a Kid
IVF Snacking Story 2

Oreos have been loved in my family for a long time. Even when i was a kid we loved to
eat oreos. Oreos are a classic cookie that will never go away and will alwasy be loved.
When we were growing up our uncle worked for a delivery company that delivered
cookies and snack cakes. Uncle Truman would come over on a Sat. mornings and
bring us all kinds of goodies and treats. There were ten of us so he always made sure
to bring plenty of snacks with him.
I was often given this brand as a child it kept me content so now I use it for my own
comfort
As a child during the winter we would make hot chocolate to give us some warmth
from the cold. Along with that we would eat Chips Ahoy cookies which gave that extra
chocolate boost and crave it stay cold for a long time just to enjoy more days like that.
The flavor is lightly cheezy and the texture is oily and crispy whici is a great
combination. They also remind me of being a kid every time I eat them which is nice.
Cheetos is my childhood brand. It a yummy and inexpensive.
It has been the ice cream I had as a child. I love it it's the traditional additive to a family
night.
I remember eating Keebler cookies as a child and it still brings me back to that now. I
like that many of their flavors are a less expensive but similar in taste to Girl Scout
cookies another childhood memory.
I usually have great experiances with the mars milky way brand. The candy is usually
gooey and soft like it should be very rarely do I get a candy bar that is stale. I love the
candy because it reminds me of halloween as a kid

Salt
IVF Snacking Story 2

it was fresh tasting with just enough strength to used for dipping into sauce. it had
enough salt and satisfied the taste that comp0lemented the sandwhich
flavor i mean they carry so many different types of flavor like salt and vineger ranch
bbq sweet and spicy.
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I LIKE CHEEZ-IT BECAUSE THEY TASTE SO CHEEZY AND THEY HAVE JUST
THE RIGHT AMOUT OF SALT
I bought the BBQ flavor of three hundred sixty five brand chips from Whole Foods.
That brand has the best tasting chips in my opinion. The chips are thin flavorful and
have the right amount of salt bbq flavor.
I like the thin chips always crisp and the right amount of salt and bbq flavor.
I most enjoy the Lay's Baked Ruffles Original flavoured chips. They're all natural light
and crispy and the ruffles give them great texture. I would welcome a change to sea
salt but they're about my second favourite of all the chips.
Most crackers are dry and bland.the salt that is sprinkled doesn't relly help with flavor
too much for other brands. But ritz has a sweetish taste to it.
well they have the sea salt and pepper

Packaging
IVF Snacking Story 2

its very handy as far as potato chips go. i like the packaging.
the holiday oreos are my favorite so I went to the store I bought a package.
They are packaged for convience and for single portion snacks.
My husband has high cholesterol so fat content is someting I look at on the package.
I am not an ice cream eater but I do like it once in a while and the packaging is so
smart and you know it can never be tampered with the ice cream itself is creamy and
very good
its is new brand i just wanted to try came in a nice packaging too
I recently bought a store brand of string cheese for my young Grandaughter. She said
she HATED that string cheese. I asked her why she didnt like it and the answer she
gave me was that it wasn't in the red package indicating to me that it wasn't Kraft.

How Natural Is It
IVF Snacking Story 2

I like the taste of sun chips it has the flavors that I like. It's not too salty and it tastes
more healthy than regular potato chips or something like Doritos that is too salty. It just
has a good natural taste to it.
We first tried Kirkland tortilla chips because they were recommended by a salsa
retailer. We enjoy their natural flavor.
when breyer's is on sale resonably priced we get it. it's all natural and has richer
flavors than cheaper brands like stewart's.
natural taste
i eat tostitos because they have a crisp natural taste without being overpowering or too
salty i get these chips when i want something salty and crunchy without the oiliness
like most potato chips
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we prefer not put artifical stuff in our bodies. if we can get a snack treat like ice cream
with natural ingredients we are more inclined to buy it. this because ice cream is not
the most health to begin with.
I most enjoy the Lay's Baked Ruffles Original flavoured chips. They're all natural light
and crispy and the ruffles give them great texture. I would welcome a change to sea
salt but they're about my second favourite of all the chips.
I am not a huge fan of yogurt and have tried many brands. Dannon All Natural had a
great taste with no after taste. This is something I feel good about serving to my
children and is easy to digest. Dannon offers a variety of products that allow me to
have options and they all taste great.

Brands
IVF Snacking Story 2

Kraft brand is brand I'm use to seeing in my family houshold. Its a brand that i can
trust.
when breyer's is on sale resonably priced we get it. it's all natural and has richer
flavors than cheaper brands like stewart's.
Cheetos is my childhood brand. It a yummy and inexpensive.
There are sever to choose from.different from what other brands I have seen offer.
Lucerne is a good-quality brand often on sale
its is new brand i just wanted to try came in a nice packaging too
i went to the store to get yogurt and yoplait had more flavors that sounded like they
would hit the spot than all the other brands
I bought this brand because I have always liked it. I was hungry for something with
chocolate and carmel and this was the perfect one.
SHE ONLY LIKES NAME BRANDS AND WILL NOT BY STORE BRANDS
My taste buds say so. Other brands are good but they don't compare to this brand.
the taste of this chips is diferent than the other brands and i like it
Every time I go into the grocery store Dannon always has the widest array of yogurt
products with a large number of flavors. I'll always look at all of the brands because to
be honest I don't really care what the brand is and I still always end up buying Dannon
because it is the most reasonably priced has the widest selection of flavors I like and
has the lowest number of calories and unhealthy ingredients.
Its a brand that has always been one of my fav. Alot of time it's become my confort
food
I was often given this brand as a child it kept me content so now I use it for my own
comfort
My experience with this brand is ALWAYS great. It's always in every store I shop at.
They have the best flavors and the best quality every time I purchase this brand.
I ENJOY VITAMIN D MILK BECAUSE ITS A GOOD BRAND AND I LIKE IT
I like that it's a local brand and low-priced
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It is avery well known brand and I have never been unhappy with it since I was kid. I
trust it and hope I will always.
I am not a huge fan of yogurt and have tried many brands. Dannon All Natural had a
great taste with no after taste. This is something I feel good about serving to my
children and is easy to digest. Dannon offers a variety of products that allow me to
have options and they all taste great.
Store brand is a good bit less than the name brand.
This is my favorite brand since I can remember and the quality has not suffered.
Tostitos is always the brand I go to whenever I'm in the mood for chips and salsa. I
have tried all the different varieties of Tostitos chips including the whole grain rounds
white grain rounds the scoops the regular chips the lime seasoned chips. This time I
tried the jalapeno seasoned chips.
For the longest time I bought store brand cheese sticks until I tried sargento brand
cheeses. The quality of the product
This brand has a lot of memories for me. I used to eat this brand as a snack after
school every day and now my own child gets this product as an after school snack.
This brand of chips is always is stock.
I've purchased this brand for years. It is always good. It now comes in a low fat variety.
There are also a variety of flavors. It's high fiber whole wheat which is something I look
for.
Fritos is a brand I have bought for awhile now so I know what I'm going to be getting
when I buy this brand.
it is the brand that i have ate since i was a kid liked them then and still like them now
my daugher lives this brand and get excited everytime I open the the fridge
it tastes like the regular name brand milk.
First Frito's are a brand that I trust. Unlike other brands I this brand becasue of quality
and tatse mostly. No matter where you buy it the flavor is consistent fresh and never
too much of the powder mix.
They come in plain corn chip flavor that I like to use for nochos or just with salsa. They
also come in a wide variety of flavors to choose from when we just want to eat them
straight from the bag or bowl. The stores often carry a wide selection of this brand and
they are often on sale. Coupons are also often offered for this brand. They are
consistently fresh and crisp.
I buy this brand of yougurt for my kids good variety so it's good for them makes me
feel like I'm buying them a healthy snack
I just a brand that i like and tastes good with no artificial stuff in it.
I really love the chili cheese fritos and my boyfriend loves the bbq kind. They are
usually on sale every time we go to the store and we walk down the chip aisle
specifically for this brand.
The flavor and consistency is better than other brands.
We had a coupon which made us purchase this brand over other brands
My husband and I are ice-cream snobs - the only brand we purchase is Haagen Dazs
in the Vanilla flavor. Because it is fairly expensive we buy it mostly when it goes on
sale unless it's for a special occasion in which case we buy it even if it's not on sale.
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This brand has always been around since I was a kid and I love it.
I haven't heard any bad things about the Kraft brand. I feel confortable buying and
eating the products produced by the brand.
This is my husbands favorite store-brand pretzels which is a good value for the money.
Kraft is the brand I like I bought their cheese and frozen deserts
Well it is the brand I purchase the most for yogurt. They have a big selection to choose
from and always has something good.
I was shopping at Walmart and I did notice that did have a much lower price vs. name
brand. Also it did come in a easy plastic container. It also has more than the name
brands.
My son LOVES gram crackers and eats them every morning. One time we were on a
road trip and my son was cranky so we stopped to buy some gram crackers at a
convinent store. We bought a different brand and my son refused to eat them. Since
then we have only bought Honey Maid. Just a two weeks ago I started to eat gram
crackers in the morning with my coffee. I never had any interest in them before but
since they are sitting on the table for my son I just one day had the urge to eat one and
have every morning since.
it is the best brand out there and goes great with milk
I always have a good experience with this brand its consistent in flavor and in price.
tostitos is the brand i always buy i always get restaurant style or scoops i do not try
other brands or other styles or flavors i tried this brand once and really enjoyed the
taste and experience and i have been eating this brand ever since
Their variety is sufficient and they taste good. It's a brand I trust.
The brand always has a good reputation for making quality yogurt.

Price is Low
IVF Snacking Story 2

There are a few items out there that are chocolate and carmel but this is the best price
and this has always been one of my favorites.
when breyer's is on sale resonably priced we get it. it's all natural and has richer
flavors than cheaper brands like stewart's.
it is a good price and it tastes good for the money.
1.99 lb for the bag. Great price.
Cheetos is my childhood brand. It a yummy and inexpensive.
low cost
The crackers are comparable in taste to Cheezits but much lower in price.
PRINGLES IS USUALLY OUR NUMBER ONE CHOICE BECAUSE THEY HAVE
APPEALING FLAVORS NICE TEXTURE YUMMY TASTE AND VERY AFFORDABLE.
Its a good price and its only one hundred calories. It also goes with my diet becuase i
train.
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because I love the taste and quality and they are cheaper when you buy a big bag at
the store versus the small bag you get a subway
When I go to the grocery store I can only afford certain items due to not working. If I go
way over my limit then my Case Manager would tell me to make a decision.
I was shopping at Walmart and I did notice that did have a much lower price vs. name
brand. Also it did come in a easy plastic container. It also has more than the name
brands.
it one of the lower priced item or has frequent sales
once upon a time there was a survey taker who liked ice cream but was also a direct
descendant of ebenezer scrooge.his urge to save money often conflicted with his
desire for a cool sweet treat.the one day he found a really cheap ice cream in multiple
flavors that didnt conflict with his desire to save money.of course he could never have
the princess who would eat only premium brands but he and his savings lived happily
ever after.
I try to get the best product for the cheapest price.
our whole family loves these chips and it comes in a big bag which is convienient than
having to buying it more often and its not very expensive for its size
lay's chips are cheap and yummy
i really like yoplait yogurt because it has good flavor texture and priced right
It is very reliable. They always have a good stock and decent pricing.
i just like snacke that are affordable and convent to get to

How Much It Costs
IVF Snacking Story 2

it is a low-cost version of the Frito Lay brand of fritos corn chip. typically I will carry one
bag of these chips and snack on them while I work. the chips plus plenty of water to
drink keep my stomach full and actually help me to lose weight.
There are a few items out there that are chocolate and carmel but this is the best price
and this has always been one of my favorites.
Gas is expensive. I won't drive out of my way to buy candy.
I'm having a craving for chocolate but want something that will fill me for a minute and
I'm not at home. I go into the local gas station and I'm almost garunteed to be able to
go anywhere in the U.S.A. and find a snickers bar for undr a dollar and a coke a cola
to chase it.
when breyer's is on sale resonably priced we get it. it's all natural and has richer
flavors than cheaper brands like stewart's.
1.99 lb for the bag. Great price.
The crackers are comparable in taste to Cheezits but much lower in price.
i like price and taste
Its a good price and its only one hundred calories. It also goes with my diet becuase i
train.
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I usually have very little money to spend on groceries so when i know that something i
want is on sale it makes my pockets very happy. If this brand of chips is available and
on sale it is always our first option.
Pringles taste great.has an aray of different flavors and its moderately priced
I know they are worth the price.
Money is tight - price is everything
I try to get the best product for the cheapest price.
I gave money to the cashier thus consituting the buying it part of the story.
I use Dannon Fruit on the Bottom Yogurt usually blueberry. It adds a great dairy
supplement to my lunch and I really enjoy the flavor. The price is usually reasonable
and I'm able to find it easily at my local grocery. I've been eating it regularly for several
months.
It is very reliable. They always have a good stock and decent pricing.
I bought Oreo cookies for a cupcake recipe I was making. Even though Oreos are
probably the most expensive cookies in the cookie aisle I bought them because I know
exactly what to expect as far as taste and quality
My kids and I enjoy Mama Lupe's tortilla chips. They are always crispy and go well
with the cheese dip we make. They are very reasonably priced. One thing we lalso like
is that they come from Moundridge KS where we used to live.
it is a good price and it tastes good for the money.
I bought Nacho Cheese Sunchips at Sam's Club. It was very reasonably priced at two
five. I really like the taste and healthyness blend in these chips. It was conveniently
located and easy to find in the store.
My husband and I are ice-cream snobs - the only brand we purchase is Haagen Dazs
in the Vanilla flavor. Because it is fairly expensive we buy it mostly when it goes on
sale unless it's for a special occasion in which case we buy it even if it's not on sale.
low cost
This is my husbands favorite store-brand pretzels which is a good value for the money.
Ben Jerry have the best ice cream. The taste of it make oyu want to buy their ice
cream every day. Its an reasonable price and i love it
Every time I go into the grocery store Dannon always has the widest array of yogurt
products with a large number of flavors. I'll always look at all of the brands because to
be honest I don't really care what the brand is and I still always end up buying Dannon
because it is the most reasonably priced has the widest selection of flavors I like and
has the lowest number of calories and unhealthy ingredients.
When I go to the grocery store I can only afford certain items due to not working. If I go
way over my limit then my Case Manager would tell me to make a decision.
I was shopping at Walmart and I did notice that did have a much lower price vs. name
brand. Also it did come in a easy plastic container. It also has more than the name
brands.
it one of the lower priced item or has frequent sales
Quality and value for money spent
I like that it's a local brand and low-priced
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once upon a time there was a survey taker who liked ice cream but was also a direct
descendant of ebenezer scrooge.his urge to save money often conflicted with his
desire for a cool sweet treat.the one day he found a really cheap ice cream in multiple
flavors that didnt conflict with his desire to save money.of course he could never have
the princess who would eat only premium brands but he and his savings lived happily
ever after.
I always have a good experience with this brand its consistent in flavor and in price.
our whole family loves these chips and it comes in a big bag which is convienient than
having to buying it more often and its not very expensive for its size
i really like yoplait yogurt because it has good flavor texture and priced right
I remember eating Keebler cookies as a child and it still brings me back to that now. I
like that many of their flavors are a less expensive but similar in taste to Girl Scout
cookies another childhood memory.
Was in a store waiting to pick up other items saw them on the rack. made with organic
corn and organic ingredients and I had a long ride home to look forward to so they
were the perfect fit for the price.

Enjoyable
IVF Snacking Story 2

It has the taste I enjoy very much
With doritios it's an experience of enjoyment the cruch the texture of the chip's the
feeling of something exciting is about to happen when the flavor hits your taste buds.
It's wonderful. It's a snack of importance in an outdoor event or indoors. It brings a
sense of gathering to all those whom want to see and eat them. And it doesn't hurt that
the flavors are delicious.
i like to snach healthy. i personally enjoy yogurt products from yoplait. i purchase them
usually at walmart where i do most of my shopping.
I enjoy eating yoplait yogurt. Plus they support a great cause.
We first tried Kirkland tortilla chips because they were recommended by a salsa
retailer. We enjoy their natural flavor.
Doritos are enjoyed by each member of my family
Is corn based product that has a distinct enjoyable flavor with only light powder mix to
enhance the chip flaor.
Doritos has some of the original flavors that we have enjoyed for many years and also
are always coming up with new flavors for us to try.
I love the choclate its not over sweet and the middle is whipped instead of hard or
crunchy.I purchace three musketeers every week two of them for me and a elderly
lady in my neighbor hood we sit on porch and enjoy them as we chat away.
I like the yogurt a lot. it is tasty and healthy plus my whole family enjoys it too. it a good
snack
I enjoy them they're easy to carry and good
if its convenient it makes everything a whole easier and more enjoyable
It feels like you're on a tropical island where the sun is about to set and you're enjoying
yourself.
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I enjoy the chips. They have a good flavor and are usually the cheepest in the store.
Yet they still taste very good.
I most enjoy the Lay's Baked Ruffles Original flavoured chips. They're all natural light
and crispy and the ruffles give them great texture. I would welcome a change to sea
salt but they're about my second favourite of all the chips.
I use Dannon Fruit on the Bottom Yogurt usually blueberry. It adds a great dairy
supplement to my lunch and I really enjoy the flavor. The price is usually reasonable
and I'm able to find it easily at my local grocery. I've been eating it regularly for several
months.
I was at a BBQ enjoying Ruffles with French onion dip
My kids and I enjoy Mama Lupe's tortilla chips. They are always crispy and go well
with the cheese dip we make. They are very reasonably priced. One thing we lalso like
is that they come from Moundridge KS where we used to live.
I bought dryers double vanilla Ice cream. it was smooth and creamy delicious just like
we enjoy
My family and I enjoy the flavors. They are available in low-fat versions that don't take
away from the taste. They are easily portable for lunches they can make a great
snack. They are all around usable for any time of the day and they can be mixed with
a variety of foods to make a snack or a meal.
I bought these brand because my family enjoys string cheese and we had a coupon.
Not sure what you're looking for here. I enjoy eating these chips. I like the variety of
choices in this brand.
chips ahoy have a good variety of cookies that my family enjoys. A great after school
treat for the kids and a nice snack on the go
I ENJOY VITAMIN D MILK BECAUSE ITS A GOOD BRAND AND I LIKE IT
As a child during the winter we would make hot chocolate to give us some warmth
from the cold. Along with that we would eat Chips Ahoy cookies which gave that extra
chocolate boost and crave it stay cold for a long time just to enjoy more days like that.
we enjoy the taste convience of the mozerella sticks.
since the first time I tried dannon yogurt I enjoyed it very much. It is a very healthy way
of snacking and I never get bored of it
tostitos is the brand i always buy i always get restaurant style or scoops i do not try
other brands or other styles or flavors i tried this brand once and really enjoyed the
taste and experience and i have been eating this brand ever since
i have been eating oreos since i was a kid and enjoy them very much due to their
consistant taste and when you dunk them in milk they taste even better
Its spicy and cheesy where could you go wrong. I feel it could use a little more
Jalapeno but i also enjoy hot or spicy foods

Sweet
IVF Snacking Story 2

I love caramel and peanuts its sweet and salty so that fufills both of my wants there
every where so i can get one on the go
After work when I am ready for meal cookies are a to have a small sweet treat
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Chips ahoy is very good and sweet and chewy that the reason i like it some much.
they tasted so sweet and good
The richness of raisins makes it very sweet and the mock rum flavor gives it an
interesting tanginess. The combination is interesting.
Snickes has always been my favorite candy. I was grocery shopping yesterday and
saw a bag of mini Snickers for halloween. I decided I was in the mood for something
sweet so I bought them.
one time i was with my friend walking around the neighboorhood. We were in the
mood for something sweet. I said is there anything that youcan think of to eat. . He
replied Haagen-Daz. . Haagen-what. i remember repliying. i was extremely skeptical
about eating this ice cream All of those feelings went away when i tried my first taste of
haagen-daz. The taste was rich
some times i juts feeling like eating one when i feel like something sweet
it's creamy and it satisfies my sweet tooth
I like the creamy texture and the sweetness. It is a good healthy way to satisfy my
sweet tooth.
like the sweet and peanut flavor
i really dont have a story i just like the sweet taste
it just very sweet and delicious
flavor i mean they carry so many different types of flavor like salt and vineger ranch
bbq sweet and spicy.
I open the packet and it melts in my mouth. Its chocolately and sweet. I love sugar.
once upon a time there was a survey taker who liked ice cream but was also a direct
descendant of ebenezer scrooge.his urge to save money often conflicted with his
desire for a cool sweet treat.the one day he found a really cheap ice cream in multiple
flavors that didnt conflict with his desire to save money.of course he could never have
the princess who would eat only premium brands but he and his savings lived happily
ever after.
Paydays are a quick and easy treat for me and the family. Sweet and salty snack and
in a small size for portion control.
I love anything thats sweet.
The sweet smell of chocolate. It just wakes up my senses puts a smile on my face and
makes my heart happy.
Sun chips are not too salty or sweet it has good balance and flavor that I like. Other
brands are too salty and not healthy in my opinion.
Danon Oikos Greek yogurt comes in single servings tastes sweet and it is thick. It has
fruit on the bottom but is non-fat and only one hundred thirty calories. It is all of things
that I like.
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On Sale
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I really love the chili cheese fritos and my boyfriend loves the bbq kind. They are
usually on sale every time we go to the store and we walk down the chip aisle
specifically for this brand.
I like the Jalapeno flavored cheetos and Cub foods had them on sale. Have not had
them in a while so i bought them.
when breyer's is on sale resonably priced we get it. it's all natural and has richer
flavors than cheaper brands like stewart's.
My husband and I are ice-cream snobs - the only brand we purchase is Haagen Dazs
in the Vanilla flavor. Because it is fairly expensive we buy it mostly when it goes on
sale unless it's for a special occasion in which case we buy it even if it's not on sale.
I generally purchase only when on sale.
Lucerne is a good-quality brand often on sale
I usually have very little money to spend on groceries so when i know that something i
want is on sale it makes my pockets very happy. If this brand of chips is available and
on sale it is always our first option.
I've bought it many times when it comes on sale.
Turkey Hill has a particular flavor that is similar to one that was in my native country.
The flavor is rum raisin although there is no alcohol in it. It's rich in raisins and it's the
only flavor my family buys because of its resemblance to a flavor from the past. We
only buy it when it's on sale and even though Turkey Hill provides many different
flavors we usually opt for just rum raisin with the occasional yogurt vanilla.
I bought Yoplait greek yogurt on sale with a coupon.
I like both cheeze its and cheeze nips usually purchase whichever is on sale
It was on sale. I like twix so I bought it.
it one of the lower priced item or has frequent sales
When I purchased the snicker I had no intention of eating it right away it was on sale
so I bought it just to have on hand when I would feel like consuming. The next day I
had'nt eaten anything all day and I realized I had the snicker that would tide me over to
dinner it did the job.
Always on sale and good quality.
They come in plain corn chip flavor that I like to use for nochos or just with salsa. They
also come in a wide variety of flavors to choose from when we just want to eat them
straight from the bag or bowl. The stores often carry a wide selection of this brand and
they are often on sale. Coupons are also often offered for this brand. They are
consistently fresh and crisp.
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